Benefits and Pay Hub
Benefits, Payroll, and Compensation
Benefits and Pay Hub

A **single location** for you to conveniently review and manage your benefits, payroll, and compensation.

**Navigate through the suite of benefits, payroll, and compensation features**
A single source where you can go for all your needs in benefits and payroll. You can easily find the tools you need to view or change your selections.

**Single-screen Overview**
Benefits, payroll, and compensation information is visible on one screen to show the Total Rewards picture.
Benefits and Pay Hub: Navigation

What dashboards are replaced by this Hub?
The Benefits and Pay Hub replaces the Benefits worklet and Pay dashboard with a single destination.

What are the key benefits of this Hub?
The Benefits and Pay Hub increases your self-service capabilities, resulting in an improved worker experience.

You have a single source of information across Benefits, Compensation and Pay. This improves your ability to find and take action when needed.

Is this Hub also available on Mobile? Yes
Benefits and Pay Hub: Single-Screen Overview

What are the key benefits of the Overview?
You have a clearer understanding of the value of your rewards packages, and access to frequently-used tools for managing your pay and benefits.

Within a single screen, you have a comprehensive view of information across Benefits, Compensation and Pay.

A Needs Attention section displays if you have an active benefit enrollment event, to help increase the completion rate for the enrollment process.